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9O2 CHAPTER 26 lmage Formation by Mirrors and Lenses

SUMMARY

An image of an object is a point from which light either di-
verges or seems to diverge after interacting with a mirror or
lens. If light passes through the image point, the image is a
real image. If light only appears to diverge from the image

point, the image is a virtual image.
In the paraxial ray simplification model, the object dis-

tance p and image distance 4 for a spherical mirror of radius
-R are related by the mirror equation
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where /: R/2 is the focal length of the mirror.
The magnification M of a mirror or lens is defined as the

ratio of the image height /z' to the object height /z:

26.8<

u,here the light is incident fiom the medittm of index of re-

fl-action l, and is refracted in the medium t'hose index c,:

refractior-r is nr.

For a thin lens, and in the paraxial rav approxirnation.
the object and image distances are relatecl bv the thin lens

equation:

26.12<

The focal length./of a thin lens it'r air is relatecl to thc
cur\-atlrre of its surfaces and to the inclex of t'efractiou n oi
the lens material bv
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An image can be formed by refraction from a spherical
surface of radius R The object and image distances for re-
fraction from such a surface are related by

26.13<

Converging lenses have positir,e focal lengths, and diverg-
ing lenses have negative focal lengths.
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./ OBJECTIVE QUESTIONS

1. fl@ If awoman's eyes are longer than normal, horv is herr.i-
sion affected and horv can her vision be corrected? (a) The
woman is farsighted (hyperopia), and her vision can be cor-
rected with a diverging lens. (b) The woman is nearsighted
(myopia), and her vision can be corrected with a diverging
lens. (c) The woman is farsighted, and her r.ision can be
corrected with a converging lens. (d) The woman is near-
sighted, and her vision can be corrected rvith a converging
lens. (e) The woman's r.ision is not correctible.

2. (i) When an image of an object is formed by a plane mir-
ror, which of the following statements is always true? More
than one statement may be correct. (a) The image is virtual.
(b) The image is real. (c) The image is upright. (d) The
image is inverted. (e) None of those statements is al'lvays

true. (ii) \Arhen the image of an object is formed by a con-
cave mirror, which of the preceding statements vve 11l7Lta1s

true? (iii) When the image of an object is formed by a con-
vex mirroq which of the preceding statements are ahuass

true?

3. An object is located 50.0 cm from a converging lens having
a focal length of 15.0 cm. lVhich of the following statement
is true regarding the image formed by, the lens? (a) It is

virtual, upright, and larger than the object. (b) It is real,
inverted, and smaller than the object. (c) It is virtual, in-
verted, and smaller than the object. (d) It is real, inverted,
and larger than the object. (e) It is real, upright, and larger
than the object.

4. (i) \Alhen an image of an object is formed by a converging
lens, rvhich of the following statements is always true? More
than one statement may be correct. (a) The image is virtual.
(b) The image is real. (c) The image is r.rpright. (d) The
image is inverted. (e) None of those statements is alwa)s
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true. (ii) \Arhen the image of an object is formed by a diverg-
ing lens, rvhich of the statements is a/zua1s true?

5. EIO If a man has eyes that are shorter than normal, hoir
is his vision affected and horv can it be corrected? (a) The
man is farsighted (hyperopia), and his vision can be cor-
rected n'ith a diverging lens. (b) The man is nearsighted
(myopia), and his vision can be corrected rvith a diverging
lens. (c) The man is farsighted, and his r.ision can be cor-
rected rvith a converging lens. (d) The man is nearsighted.
and his r'ision can be corrected rvith a converging lens.
(e) The man's vision is not correctible.

6. IfJosh's face is 30.0 cm in front of a concave shaving mirror
creating an upright image 1.50 times as large as the object.
rvhat is the mirror's focal length? (a) 12.0 cm (b) 20.0 cm
(c) 70.0 cm (d) 90.0 cm (e) none of those answers

7. A converging lens made of crown glass has a focal length ol
15.0 cm rvhen used in air. If the lens is immersed in rvater.

what is its focal length? (a) negative (b) less than 15.0 cm
(c) equal to 15.0 cm (d) greater than 15.0 cm (e) none of
those ansrvers

8. T\r'o thin lenses of focal lengths jt : 15.0 andjL : 10.0 cm.
respectively, are separated by 35.0 cm along a common axis.

The j lens is located to the left of the /, lens. An object is

no'rv placed 50.0 cm to the left of the I lens, and a final
image due to light passing though both lenses forms. Br.

rvhat factor is the final image different in size from the ol>

:u"":1.(1) 0.600 (b) 1.20 (c) 2.40 (d) 3.60 (e) none of those

@ l"t" looks at her image in a makeup mirror. It is enlargerl
'rvhen she is close to the mirror-. As she backs arva)', the image
becomes larger, then impossible to identi$, rr'hen she is



30.0 cm frorn the mirror, then upside dolr,n rvhen she is

bevond 30.0 cm, ar-rd finall1' small, clear, and upside dotn
r.hen she is much farther fiom the mirror. (i) Is the mir-
ror (a) con\,ex, (b) plane, or (c) concave? (ii) Is the mag-

nitude of its fbcal length (a) 0, (b) 15.0 cm, (c) 30.0 cm,
(d) 60.0 cnr. or' (e) zi

10, Nlodel each of the fbllowing devices in usc as consisting of
a single converging lens. Rank the cases according to the
ratio of the distance from the object to the lels to the focal
lcnsth of the lens, from the largest ratio to the smallest.
(a) a film-based mor,ie projector sho'rving a movie (b) a mag-

nif,vir-rg glass being used to examine a postage stamp (c) an
:rstronornical refrzrcting telescope being used to make a
sharp irnage of stars on an electror-ric detector (d) a search-
light being used to prodttce a beam of parallel ra,vs from a

point source (e) a canrera lens being used to photograph a

soccer game

I I. A converging lens of focal length 8 cm forms a sharp image
of an object on a screen. \Vhat is the smallest possible

CONCEPTUAL OUESTIONS

1. Do the equations l/p + l/ q : 1./.f and l,I : - q/p apply to
the image formed by a flat mirror? Explain your atlswer.

2. EIO The optic nerve and the brain inr,ert the imaee formed
on the retina. Whl,don't \{e see everything upside down?

3. Consider a spherical concave mirror with the object located
to the left of the mirror beyond the focal point. Using ray
diagrams, shorv that the image moves to the left as the ob-
ject approaches the focal point.

4. In Active Figure 26.25a, assume the gray object arrorv is r-e-

placed by one that is mr-rch taller than the lens. (a) How
many rays from the top of the object nill strike the lens?
(b) Hon,many principal rays can be drarvn in a ray diagram?

5. (a) Can a convergine lens be made to diverge light if it is

placed into a liquid? (b) What If? \{hat abolrt a converging
mirror?

trtrO Lenses used in eyeglasses, r'hether converging or di-
verging, are al'nays designed so that the middle of the lens

clrrves away from the eye like the center lenses of Figures

26.2la and 26.21b. \{'1ey?

7. Suppose ,vou \\'ant to use a converging lens to project the
image of fir'o trees onto a screen. As shorvn in Figr.rre CQ26.7,
one tree is a distance xfrom the lens and the other is at 2x.

You adjust the screen so that the near tree is in focus. Ifyou
no$,want the far tree to be in focus, do vou moye the screen
toward or a\\ra,v from the lens?
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Conceptuai Questions 9O3

distance between the object and the screen? (a) 0 (b) 4 cm
(c) B cm (d) 16 cm (e) 32 cm

12. An object, represented by a gray arrorv, is placed in front of
a plane mirror. Which of the diagrams in Figure OQ26.12
correctly describes the image, represented by the pink
arrorv?
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Figure OQ26.12
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[8.] Explain rvhy a fish in a spherical goldfish bor'vl appears
larger than it realll is.

9. Why do some emergency vehicles have the symbol
lCt/AIUEMA written on the front?

10. Explain this statement: "The focal point of a lens is the loca-
tion of the image of a point object at infiniqr" (a) Discuss

the notion of infinit1, in real terms as it applies to object
distances. (b) Based on this statement, can yolr think of a

simple method fbr determining the focal length of a con-
verging lens?

1 I . EIO In Figures CQ26.1 1a and CQ26. I 1b, which glasses cor-
rect nearsightedness and which correct farsightedness?

Figure CQ26.'ll Conceptual Questions 11 and 12.

12. Bethany tries on either her hyperopic grandfather's or her
myopic brother's glasses and complains, "Everything looks
blurry" Why do the eyes of a person $,earing glasses not
look blurry? (See Fig. CQ26.1 1 .)
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Figure CQ26.7


